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Deaf Daugh ter, Heari n g Fath er
By Richard Medugno

Gallaudet University Press,U.S. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Deaf Daughter,
Hearing Father, Richard Medugno, When Richard Medugno and his wife Brenda learned in 1993 that
their17-month-old daughter Miranda was deaf, they grieved, as many hearing parents do. Soon,
however, Medugno seized hold of the need to take positive action for Miranda. Deaf Daughter,
Hearing Father recounts the remarkable story of their journey during the past fourteen years.
Medugno first researched the best communication mode for Miranda. Quickly dismissing the
speech pathology model, he and his wife chose ASL alone as the best, natural language for
Miranda. He surrounded his daughter with opportunities to learn ASL, by arranging to meet deaf
individuals and families, and also by hiring deaf babysitters. He also determined to learn ASL
himself, to ensure communication with his daughter. As Miranda neared school age, Medugno
spearheaded a transcontinental search for exactly the right school for her education. So that
Miranda could attend the California School for the Deaf (CSD), the Medugno family moved from
Toronto, Canada to Fremont, CA. In "Deaf Daughter, Hearing Father", Medugno shares practical
information on many of the common challenges faced by hearing parents. He provides a list of
games that hearing...
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Reviews
This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- K en Wa tsica
This is actually the finest ebook we have go through until now. It is writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of di icult to understand. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and is particularly just following i finished reading through this book by which basically changed me,
change the way in my opinion.
-- Gillia n Wisoky
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